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New Haven

Picture yourself in a storeroom, surrounded by unidentified paintings hundreds of years old.
Many are interesting, most are in pieces, none are signed. How would you begin to put together
who had done what?

Traditionally, art history prepared future connoisseurs for just this, training students to
develop “a good eye.” Built on years of close looking and firsthand study of works of art, in
practical terms this means the ability to identify the “hand” of an artist, his or her
characteristic style.

This kind of training has fallen from
fashion, so who is left to figure it all out?
Into the breach steps Laurence Kanter,
chief curator of the Yale University Art
Gallery and a firm believer in the
judgment of the trained eye. In a small but
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ART REVIEW

‘Leonardo: Discoveries From Verrocchio’s

Studio’ Review: Searching for a Master’s

Hand
An exhibition posits that portions of the works of one Renaissance master were painted by the young
Leonardo da Vinci, inviting visitors to judge for themselves.
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o’s Studio,” Mr. Kanter has put on view three paintings in which he sees Leonardo’s hand at
work, as well as six other related paintings and four works of sculpture, assembled in three
rooms on the gallery’s top floor and interspersed with large-scale photographs of other, related
works of art that could not be part of the show.

The exhibition is guided by a single question: What was the nature of the collaboration between
Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) and his teacher Andrea del Verrocchio (1435-1488) during the
years he trained in his studio?

Although the apprentice eclipsed the master unquestionably in fame and arguably in
achievement, Verrocchio was an accomplished painter and sculptor in his own right.
Understanding their relationship as it plays out in works from Verrocchio’s studio requires an
even higher level of discernment than attribution alone: It asks the viewer not just to ascribe
the entire work to a single artist, but to see the hand of one artist or another in particular parts
of a painting.

Of the three new attributions, the easiest to understand and the most persuasive is the first
painting in the show (1475-79), from the Louvre. It is a miniature rendition of “The
Annunciation” (c. 1472) in the Uffizi by both Verrocchio and Leonardo. The Louvre panel is
traditionally ascribed to a single artist, Lorenzo di Credi. Mr. Kanter, however, sees its
exceptional quality as a sure sign of Leonardo at work: The composition is balanced, the
painter’s touch delicate and accomplished.

In a second small panel,
“A Miracle of St. Donato
of Arezzo” (c. 1475-85)
from Massachusetts’
Worcester Art Museum,
Mr. Kanter detects
Leonardo’s hand in the
landscape, in one of the
two figures, and in
details of the drapery.
Both the Louvre and

Worcester works are so-called predella panels—small paintings that run along the base of an

‘Virgin and Child’ (c. 1470�75), by Andrea del Verrocchio PHOTO: ALLEN MEMORIAL ART MUSEUM, OBERLIN COLLEGE, OHIO
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altarpiece—from the “Madonna di Piazza” in Pistoia, Italy. They are united in this show for only
the second time since they were separated.

In “The Triumph of Aemilius Paulus ” (c. 1472-73) from the Musée Jacquemart-André in Paris,
on a cassone, or marriage chest, Mr. Kanter sees Leonardo in the horses and carriage on the
right half of the panel, but not the left, and in the landscape. His argument hinges on the
perceived quality of these details, and believing him relies on the viewer’s ability to see what
are, to Mr. Kanter’s eyes, stark distinctions between different parts of the work. While the
explanations in the wall texts are detailed, following his logic and his eye would almost require
him to stand next to every visitor.

Mr. Kanter invites the visitor to form his or her own judgment about the works on view.
Unfortunately, “Leonardo: Discoveries From Verrocchio’s Studio” has one major flaw: In many
cases Mr. Kanter was unable to secure the loans of paintings necessary to field-test in the
exhibition the subtle comparisons he makes in the catalog.

The breakout star of the show is not any of the works newly attributed to Leonardo, but “Virgin
and Child,” a full-length, roughly life-size panel painting from about 1465 in the Alana
Collection of Newark, Del., by Verrocchio. The stately and elegantly dressed Madonna casts her
gaze down at the Christ child, who balances gingerly on a pillow while meeting the viewer’s
gaze. Positioned frontally and framed by her throne, she hearkens back to Byzantine icons while
displaying an informality and humanity that are utterly new.

The relationship
between Leonardo and
Verrocchio lays our
contemporary biases
bare. Verrocchio
constructed
monumental bronze

sculptures, carved delicate marble and terra-cotta portrait busts, designed porphyry tombs and
marble fountains, as well as painting exquisite panel paintings. Yet it is Leonardo—who, for
example, only thought about making a bronze sculpture—that we hail as the paradigmatic
“Renaissance man.” We know Leonardo as a polymath: an inventor, a scientist, an anatomist.
This exhibition brings us back to Leonardo the painter, asking fundamental questions about his
training and early work.

This was a brave show to mount. Museums typically prefer to rely on their institutional
authority in making assertions about attributions, rarely offering a justification. By contrast,
Mr. Kanter has lifted the veil on how attributions are made, and in that way he’s done a public
service. Only time will tell if they stick.

—Ms. Brothers is an associate professor at Northeastern University and the author of “
Michelangelo, Drawing, and the Invention of Architecture” (Yale).
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